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Enterprise Electronics Corporation (EEC) Awarded Contract to Upgrade Weather
Radar System at Valparaiso University

ENTERPRISE, AL, AUGUST 8, 2016 – EEC is proud to announce that it has been awarded
a contract by Valparaiso University (Valpo) to upgrade their existing weather radar system.
As part of this project, EEC will deliver its state-of-the-art IQ2 signal processor as well as a
new version of its powerful EDGE command, control, and visualization software. These new
components will seamlessly integrate with Valpo’s existing 1-megawatt dual-polarization CBand Doppler weather radar.

“EEC is thrilled to be working so closely with Valparaiso University on this project,” notes
Rich Stedronsky, EEC’s Director of Strategic Business Development & Partnerships. “This
upgrade represents the first technology refresh of Valpo’s radar system since it was initially
operationalized back in 2006,” Stedronsky continues. “Both students and faculty alike will
be able to take full advantage of these enhancements, may it be for teaching purposes,
research projects, or new student recruitment.”

The radar system is one of the most advanced tools in Valpo’s teaching and research
arsenal. Adam Stepanek, one of Valpo’s Meteorology Instructors and the key liaison to EEC
on this project, notes that, “Valpo's nationally recognized undergraduate meteorology
program operates the radar system, providing data to students, faculty and the public. The
radar has provided numerous opportunities for students to assist in cutting-edge research
through the correlation of dual-pol data with locally-launched radiosondes during aircraft
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icing and thunderstorm events.”

Valparaiso University’s Dual-Polarization C-Band Radar System, Supplied by EEC in 2006

About Valparaiso University
Established in 1859, Valpo is a regionally accredited private university located in Valparaiso,
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Indiana. Valpo currently enrolls around 4,500 students from over 50 countries on their 350acre campus. Valpo was one of the first coeducational colleges in the country and is the
largest independent Lutheran university in the US.

About EEC
EEC is recognized as the world leader in the meteorological radar field since its inception in
1971 with more than 1,000 radar systems manufactured and delivered in the United States
and over 90 countries worldwide. Since the founding of the company, EEC has consistently
led the industry worldwide in the introduction of the latest available technology to enhance
radar and data processing performance. A strong focus on innovation and technology
infusion into the product line continues to be a driving factor in EEC’s leadership in the
weather radar market.

EEC’s products and capabilities can be viewed at www.eecweathertech.com. More
information

on

EEC’s

IQ2

signal

processor

can

be

found

here:

http://www.eecradar.com/iq2-signal-processor.php. And be sure to follow EEC on social
media

at

the

following

links:

https://www.facebook.com/EECRadar

and

https://twitter.com/eecweathertech.
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